
INTRODUCTION

The STTBVBY 6F QU^BENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ot*s lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for 6ach item,
monthly figures for the past t^o years andjrearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the "Trend'of business movements"
bn page 29 of this issue.

, In the quarterly numbers (see issue for November,
1924, No. 39) blank lines covering the next three
months have been left at the bottom of each detailed
table which will enable those who care to do so to
enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS
Kealizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
<&very week, whenever sufficient material is available;
fe> those subscribers who request thenu The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infpr-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued; weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA
The figures reported in the accompanying tables are

very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of tlie department ip to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Govetoment departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement mdre apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
ref erring mare particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wnerever possible. In many1 instances^ comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the indiistry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

j The relative niunbers are coniputed l>y allowing the
; monthly average for the base year or period to equal
j 100. If the movement for a current month is greater
j than the base, the relative number will be greater thaji
i 100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and

the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

| Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease iii a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one montjh is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resisting
series is denominated an index number. The index
dumber, by combining raany relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers,. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams o& page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons betweeii a few of tne more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logaritbmic scate).
These charts show the percentage increase arid allow
direct comparisons between the slope *)f one #tirve and
that of any dther ctirve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the t>ottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an 0xaiftjple. If a
certain item, hairing a relative pumber of .400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will he 440, and on an ordinary

i chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Anqth&r move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, aj&o increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the twp movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue present* practically complete data for the month of November arid also, on page 24, items covering December
received up to January 14. A* most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 90 days
after the close of the month9 a complete picture of that month's operations, Including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the Advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as IS days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for December based upon early items Is given on page J.
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INTRODUCTION
The SUBVEY OF CiTRBEinr BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry* At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements/'

The present semiannual issue contains the com-
plete figures for the monthly movements in 1923 and
1924 and the monthly averages for earlier years where
the data are available.

ADVANCE SHEETS
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to t&ose subscribers who request them* The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received auriiig the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in "Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
bv the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA
The figures reported in the accompanying tables are

very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend o f a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a. special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instancesj comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen, In many cases relative

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of December and also Items covering January, 1925,
received up to February 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days-
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month1$ operations, including relative number*, cumulative totals,
test, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after Us closef but the advance leaflet* described above
give considerable information #s enrly erst 15 day& after its close,, and present almost every week the latest data available.

numbers of less importance have been temporarily
omitted (see note at bottom of p. 1).

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. ff the movement for a current month i$ greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 16
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a moy e-
inent from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend 01 an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
mimber covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers,

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of tne more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale) „
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number <>f, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopea of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURKENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1925, No. 42). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move- i
ments as in the present number."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business j
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to tnose subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, t
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it I
can be completed and printed. j

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers/7 a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader tp see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency 01 a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in somfe instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been cjiosen. In many cases relative

numbers of less importance have been temporarily
omitted (see note at bottom of p. 1).

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also ibe used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend 01 an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case 01 relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase*
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable, The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of January and also items covering February, 1925, received
up to March 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from /5 to 30 days after the
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as 15 days after its closet and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

Eresent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-

ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1925, No. 42). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments" as in thQ present number.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week,
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Th& monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated, The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can noi so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wnerever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In many cases relative

numbers of less importance have been temporarily
omitted.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. fi the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend or an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 44Q> and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55* On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data far the month of February and also items covering March, 1925, received
up to April 13. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as 15 days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available.Digitized for FRASER 
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INTRODUCTION

The SUBVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
oy setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February,, 1925, No. 42). In the intervening
months the tnore important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled u Trend of business move-
ments" as in the present number.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week,
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
wfeek.'. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
ean t>e completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a teirm
Tef erring more particularly to a special kind of number
^described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
,genfcral upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative nutnbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, pr in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1009-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such ceases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In many cases relative

numbers of loss importance have been temporarily
omitted.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per dent over the base period? while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDJEX NUMBERS

When two or more Series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index numper. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers*. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances, the bharts used in the SUBVET
OF CUKBENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its eurve is near the bot-
tom or near the, top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made dear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item tose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of March and also Herns covering April, 1925, received
up to May 13. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and Charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as 15 days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The STOVEY OF CUBEENT BUSINESS is designed to

Eresent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-

ous lines of trade ana industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
fines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue tor February, 1925, No. 42). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled u Trend of business move-
ments" as in the present number.

ApVANCE SHEETS
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and t^at to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week,
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
a:re usually mailed on Thursdays, tod give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA
Hie figures reported in the accompanying tables are

very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are Compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between different items and

render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers/' a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year avei>
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, aim some more representative
period has been chosen. In many cases relative

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of April and also tiems covering May, 1925, received
tap to June 13* As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the
close of the month* a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals* text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflet* described above give
considerable information as early as 15 days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available*

numbers of less importance have been temporarily
omitted.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the bade period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a Relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or inore series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, ^ is
designed to show the trend 01 an entire group of in*
dus tries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods ate made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers*

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CUBBBNT BUSINESS are of the type termed ' • Ratio
Chfirta" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart,

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) §cale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous it&n rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The r^tio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, wMle the arithmetic charts compare absolute
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IKTRODUGTION
,The SUBVET OF, OJJB^ICT BUSINESS is designed to!
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parisons, where available, baek to 1$13; also blank
'liliea auflfeieiit for six\m^Bttlis h|W£*bed& Jc$t jat the
bottom erf each t«tble enabling tjidserwhp 4are to 'do
so 4p Aetiter new, figures as soon as they appear
jssue % February, 192£, No. 42). In |he
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This issite presents practically complete dmta for the month of May and also covering June* 1925, received
ttB to July 13. As most date cover ing a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after th*
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
mnd charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as 2$ days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
The SimvEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
uy setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past twb years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
tines* sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who pare to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear, as in
the present semiannual issue. In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that burrent statistic^ are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
m&n at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to Distribute advance leaflets every week,
to subscribers in the tlnited States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information Contained in :these leaflets is
also reprinted iin " Commerce Report^," issued weekly
by the Bureau of foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Jlie ^monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

i ' \. ; .'S <v- BASIC DATA • • ' -< ' . , ' M - i t ': ' ' • ,,
, •> ', >>r>, > ", , , V \ " ' (

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence: The chief
function of the department i$ to bring together these
data whieh, if available at ajl,. are scattered in hun-

,di*eds of diflerept publications. A portion of these
data are collected by GrOyertiment departments, other
figiares are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are Reported by trade associations. , The
source^ for each/ item, are,given in (tke detailed tables
contained in the semiannual issues and these issues
ajso cont&in a complete list of sources.

. - ' ' • ' ' • • • . [ , /RELATIVE NUMBERS;. , ' , ' ; ,
To facilitate comparison between different items and

render th^e trejad of a movement more apparent, rela-
tivei numbers (often called "index numbers/' a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of Dumber
described below) have, been calculated. The relative
numbers enable: the reader to see "at a glance the
general upward of downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be.gtasped from the

\ actual figures. ", • ; ' " V ' - . • • " ' ' . - ' , . • • ' / "" ' .y

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909^1913, has been" used as a base equal to, 100

, wherever possible. The relative numbers are coni-
fclputed by atiowtog the monthly average for the base

ye&r or period to equal 100. If the movement for a cur-
rent month is greater than the base, the relative num-

ber will be greater than IQOj sind vice Versa. Thft differ* ',
ence berween 100 and the relative number \nll give at
once the per cent increase or decrease compared with
the base period. Thus a relative number of 115 means
an increase of 15 per cent over the base period, while a
relative number of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent
from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one jnohth is 120 and for ajater month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section ,of the semiannual issues, as hi Tables 103 to
123 of the present number, thus allowing teaBy com-
parjson on a pre-war ba^e for,;all items for which such
relatives could be computed. ,

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative i^umbers are
combined by a system of weighting, the resulting
series is denominated an ind^x numbed Tlte index
number, by combining many relatiye numbers, is
designed to sholv the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead o| for
the single commodity or industry whidft the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or,
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers. .

RATIO CHARTS

In mapy^instancesvthe cjiarts iised in the SUBVET
OF CUBBENT.BtTisiNteisk are of the type termed "'Ratio
Charts7' (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and $,llow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one ctirye and tha^t pf any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
i,s, a 10 per cent inci'ease in an item is given the same
vertical movement \vheth$r its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of tHe chart.

The:difference Between this and the Ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by: &n example. Jf a
certain item, having; a;' Dative nuinber^ of ;400; in one
month, increases 10, per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 4^0, and On all ordinary
chart Would be plotted ,40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month; Another move-
mei^t with a relative Dumber of f say, 50, also increases
10 per dent, making ita rejatiye 4tiniber 55. On the

/ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the ^ame percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difi&cufty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same Vertical risei,
and hence the slopes, of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes. , : / , /

presents practically complete data for the rnonth of June, And also items covering July, 1925* received up
ing a particular month's business are not available until from 1$ to $ft days after the

> This
.'to Au&ust 15* As most data covering
close of the month, a complete picture of tftat month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
-considerable information as early as 1$, days after its close, and present almost every; week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

SUEVEY OF CUKEENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; al$o blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each tabje enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1925, No. 48). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled '" Trend of business move-
ments" as ip the present number.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
hag arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been deceived during the preceding
week. The information Contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Burea^i of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed a,nd printed. ;

BASIC DATA
The figures reported in the accompanying tables are

very largely those already in existence. The chief
function ^bf the department is to bring together theise
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of ciitferent publications* A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by techWcal journals, and still
otners are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS
Td facilitate, comparison between different items and

render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring mote particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency or a move-
ment which, can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

Jn computing these relatitfc ntimbers the last pre*
war ye&r, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
mdnthly average for the base ye^r or peripd to equal
100. If the movement for a ctirrent month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
,100, jand vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number wiU give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number 01 115 m^ans an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been cnosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 103 to
123 of the August, 1925, nutnt>er, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index nunper. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers^ is
designed to show the trend of ftn entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or incjustry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CUEEENT Busi^^ss are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notaoly the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and thiat of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bqt-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made cle^r by ari example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440,; and on an ordinary

v ch^rt would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of> say, 50 also increases
10 per pent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
ppitits, yet each showed the same percentage increase,
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty $nd give to e^ch
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
coiriparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of August and also, items covering September, 1925, received
up to October 15. As most, data covering a particular month's business are not available unit I front 15 to 30 days after the
close of the monthf a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form untfer 45 €iays after #s close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as IB days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The STTKVEY OF CURBENT BUSINESS is (designed to
present each month a j>icture of the business situation
t>y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ops lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are publisned giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
p^risons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
Issue for August, 1925, No. 48), In the intervening
naonths the more important comparisons only are
given m the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments" as in the present number.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers i& the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed pn Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reputed in " Commerce Reports," issued Weekly
by th© Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Tlte monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can b<e completed and printed,

BASIC DATA
Tlhe figures reported in th£ accompanying tables ai-e

very largely th,pse already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between difterent items and

render the trend ipr a movement more apparent, rela-
tive nutiafrfcrs (oftto calledi "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures*

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
War year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year a^er?
aee, 1909-1913, has been used as a ba&0 equal to 100
wnerever ppssible*

The relative numbers are copaputed by Allowing the
monthly average for the Base year or period to equal
100. ;If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater th£n
100, and vice vcirsa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at onipe the per cent
increase ot decrease compared with the base period.
TEtis a relatiye number of 115 meians an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Kelative numbers may also be used to calcinate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 thei*e has been an increase of 20 per c6nt.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded fts a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen,
jn many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in' Tables 103 to
123 of the August, 1925, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for whicn
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
4esigned to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for thef country as a whole, instead of for
thp single commodity or industry whioh the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers*

BATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SU&VEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2, These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that ,.
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve isvnear the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
pionth, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, ^ and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
Mgher than the preceding mpnth. Another move-
ment with a relative number pf, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this it&mi woiild rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet eachi showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give^to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
^nd hence the slopes of the two tines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of September and also items covering October, 1925. received
up to November 12. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from IS to 30 days after the
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's, operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 4$ days after its close, but the advance lea fats described above give
considerable information as early as 1$ days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

SiJEVBT OF CURRENI* BUSINESS is designed to
;S <%r$sent each month a picture of the business situation
; ; py setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
, ;• ̂ pis Unes of; trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
v; "fvajs detailed tables are publisned giving, for each item,

r ^^sapntidy figures for the past two years and yearly com-
, |; prisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
\l ̂ liries sufficient for six months have been left at the

!yj bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
; 1;,so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see

1 issue for August, 1925, No, 48). In the intervening
; f Vflaonths the more important comparisons only are
^jpvfcq, in the table entitled "Trend of business move-

:, /tnents" as in the present number.

J ADVANCE SHEETS

{J: Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
^::/-{able and that to be of use they must reach the business
/,; i^an at the earliest possible moment, the department
/Uljfjiag arrange^ to distribute advance leaflets every week
;f;

7;v|o subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
i| ate usually mailed on Tuesdays and give su^h infer-

'> ^Icaation as has been received during the preceding
, :; l^reek. The information contained in these leaflets fe

fJ:|Jso reprinted in "Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
?i^ *^e Bureau °' Foreign and Dom^tie CommerciB.: The monthly bijlletin is distributed AS quickly as it

* <6an be completed and printed.
* ;' t'^T - ' " •, ' '', ' ' ' ;

*;•!$<{. , ' '- - - ' V, BASIC DATA ' ' ' • -
;{ v The figures reported in the accompanying tables aj*e
vl very largely those already in existence. The chief

V\v 1 function of tfae department fe to bring together these
f/fv4ata which, if available at all, are spattered in hun-
> ^ v dreds of different publicaitions. A portion of these

^ ; V data are collected by Government departments, other
'I., figures are compiled by technical journals, and still

j,::l^otners are reported by trade associations.

•'Jf';;'' //• ^ RELATIVE N10MBERS ' V
^;] To facilitate comparison between different items and

;;fVtender the trend ot $ movement more apparent, r01a-
,;' fciVe,numbers (often called "index numbers," a term

^k 5^vi^ef€«rring more particularly to a special kind of number
^ *<•& described bglow) have been tjalculated. The relative

;V;§|:i|umbers liable the reader,to see at a glance the
!|< general upwapd or downward tendency of a move-

>>. s^ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
'/;^vo|eitual f i g u r e s . - ' - . ' . . -

< ; f : In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
f(,\ war year, 1913> or in some instances a five-year av^r-

I:^l^-'m&, 1909-1913, l$fjs been used as a base equal to 100
;>*">'*:;wherever,possible. , ,
'^v.h-,;^jv> The relative numbers are computed by allowing the

I?1 /monthly average for the base year or period to equail
,^ ; ;100« If the movement for a current month is greater
; v \ ^tEan the b&se, the relative number will be greater than
;̂  1QO, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and

V|/ v|he relative number will give &t once the per cent
^/,,;!Increase or decrease compared with the base period.
^> • : Thuis a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also oe tised to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the ne£t. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, ana
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative number^ of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 103 to
123 of the August, 1925, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers ate

combined by a System of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show tlie trend of an entire group of in-
dustrips or for the country as a whple, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which ̂ the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative Cumbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CUBBBNT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve arid that of any other
curve regardless of its location on tlie diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curte is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. ,

The difference between this arid the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
;ts relative number mil be 440, and:on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 d^o increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item wotdd rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the pluvious item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio chartsi avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes^

. ' . : ; . . . . . ' ' This issue presents practically complete data for the month of October and also items, covering November 1925, received
• •••',:'• up to December 14. As most data covering a particular month99 business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the
*'v,.;,.* wose of th& month, a complete picture of that month's operations? including relative numbers, cumulative totals* text*

and charts, can hot be presented in printed form under 4$ days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
7 ,. considerable information as early as 15 days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The SUBVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

Sresent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-

ous lines of trade and indtistrv. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each taible enabling those who care to do
:so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (as
in, the present semiannual issuq). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend-of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

.,' Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to Distribute/advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United, States. The leaflets
are usually mailed oft Tuesdays and give such i&fdT-

;matiqn as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in "Commerce Reports,'' issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
eafc. Be completed And printed,

BASIC DATA

.Tlie|igures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the,department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
•dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other

^figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To, facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called ** index pumpers," a term
referring more particularly to a special ki&d of number
described below) have been calculated! The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency oi a moVe-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
"w^r year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
-than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period,

a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the> base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also Be used to .calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move*
ment from one period to the nekt. Thtis, if a jtelativei
number at one month is 120 and fof *i later i&onth it
is 144 there has bseî  an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years areJiot available, a&d in such cases the year
1919 has usuafly been taken a^ the base* For sope,
industries 1919! can not be regarded as a proper base,
*due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period his been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted, ^" >

Most of the felative numbers appear in i special
section of tie ^miannual issues, as ifl Tables 107 to
127 of the present number, thiis allowing e^sy com-
parison on a |>E€HWar base for all itenas toy whieh
relatives could b^ computed* lt ;

; ' / ' '/' INDEX NUMBERS' -• . '^ '*

When two or more series of relative mimbers are
combined by a /system of. weigljtiiigs 1&e resulting
series is denominated jam index number* The ^index
number, by combining majiy iMitiye numbera^
designed to show the trend of an ep^re group of in-
dustries or for the country a!s a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry^hich the relatite
niimber covers. Comparisons with the Base fear or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative!numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the
OF CtrBKENT BTOiipras are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts opt psige 2, These charts show ,the
percentage increase ̂ rid #Ilow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope Jof one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location OB the diagram; that
is, a 10 per c^nt increase, in an item is given the same
vertical movement Whether its cutve is nea£ the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a char^ can be made clear by an, £xteij4e. If a
certain item, having a relative dumber of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following mohth^
its relative number will be 440, ap^ *>n && ordinary
ch&rt would be plotted 40 equidistanct scale points
higher than the .preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its telative number 55. Oti the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would ris^ only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the sam^ berceafca^ increase.
The ratio charts avoid tWs difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the sloped of the two Knes are directly
comparable. The tatio charts efom£are percentage
changes, whUe the arithmetic charte compare absolute
changes^ ; , % \

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of December arid also items covering January, 192$f received
up to February 15; As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from IS to SO days after the
close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations^ Including relative numbers, cumulative totals, text,
and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above give
considerable information as early as IS days after its close, and present every week the latest data available* ,
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INTRODUCTION
THE StrBVEY OF CXTBBENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
oy setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
pa^risons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1926, No. 54). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets everv week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as Has been received during the preceding
week. pThe information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in "Commerce Reports/* issued weekly
by the Bureau of foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed ,and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if a viable at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
clata are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

i RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
raider the trend oti movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers/" a term
referring more particularly to a special ,lqnd of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be 'grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 191?, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
,wnerever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly Average for the base ydar OF period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greatei* than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 tod
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or deptease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative nuniber of 115 means an increase of 1|}

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers Appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 107 to
127 of the February, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index numper. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the qountry as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RAtlQ CHARTS
In many instances the charts us&d in the SEFBVEY

OF CuBBBNT BUSINESS are of the type teamed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. TJiese charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct .comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
bf .a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cerit in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, an4 on, an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, l>0 qlsp increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whe^e^s the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the isame percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same'yertical rise
#nd hence the slopes of the two lines ate directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

Thin issue presents practically complete data for the month of March and also items covering the early weeks of
April, received up to April ?4. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 6.) As most data covering a particular month's bust"
ness are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations
can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION
THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
oy setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade ana industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1926, No. 54). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able a,nd that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
w0@k. The information Contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in "Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The mqnthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures Reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely (those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
otners are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate Comparison between different items and
tender the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures,

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909 -̂1913. has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible*

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. H the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.

a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 107 to
127 of the February, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for whicn
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an inde^s: number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
numbet covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers. •, ' •

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed ''Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or,near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
ch&rt would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55* On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes,

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of April and also items covering the early weeks of
May, received up to May 24* (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's bust"
ness are not available until from IS to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations
cannot be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION
THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

resent each month a picture of the business situation
fey setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
bus lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
im als detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913^ also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
SO to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
Tables 1-131). In the intervening months the more

I important comparisons only are given in the table
entitled " Trend of business movements."

ADVANCE SHEETS

[ Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
e and that to be of use they must reach the business
n at the earliest possible moment, the department

htas arranged to distribute advance leaflets everv week
itp subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
ate usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
niatioii as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in "Commerce Reports," issued weekly

!by the Bureau of Foreign and l)omestio Commerce,
ine monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA: j ' , • • ' .
; The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
Very largely those already in eristence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical^ journals, and still
plhers are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend 01 a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term

j inferring more particularly to a special kind of number
described bekftf) have been calculated. The relative

I numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
jg&neral upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
a stuaT figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
jwar year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 190JEML91&2 has been used as a base equal to 100
wlierever possible.

! The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
ninthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. fi the movement for a current month is greater
jtlW the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
Increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thtis a relative number ot 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the present number, thus allowing easy compari-
son on a pre-war base for all items for which relatives
could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods a^re made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers*

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
o# CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts ghow the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons be-
tween the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a Relative number of 400 in one
month) increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted, 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic) charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of June and also items covering the early weeks of
July, received up to July 24. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's bust"
n?88 are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations
am not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, fpr each item,
monthly figures for the> past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1926, No. 60). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
Week. The information contained in these leaflets
is also reprinted in "Commerce Reports," issued
weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly
as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
v$ry largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which^ if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different ^publications. A portion of these
$ata are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," ai t^rm
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general ujward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
Actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 191$, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 19Q9rl91&, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. ?

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current ̂ month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will givjB at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus & relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an^inerease of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, ana
some more representative period has been cnosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index numpel1. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the > trend of an entire group of in-*
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the bas0 year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers. ,. ;

RATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SUBVBY

OF CUBB^NT BusiNEsa are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bpt-
tom or near the top of the chart*

The difference between, this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the followingmonth,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of July and also items covering the early weeks of August,
received up to August 26. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's business are
not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month; a complete picture of that month's operations can not

: be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

THE SUBVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1926, No. 60). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table, entitled " Trend of business move-
ments." \

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics, are highly perish-,
able and that to be of use they must yeach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to;distribute advance leaflets 4very week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infpr-
.matipri as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in tfcese leaflets
is also reprinted in "Commerce Reports/' issued
weekly Jby th$ Bureau of Foreign anejl Domestic Com*
merce. The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly
as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data whixjh, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, othei*
figures are compiled by technical journals*? and still
others a?e reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
t render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-

tive numbers (often called "index numbers/* a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been caletilated. The relative!
numbers enable the reader to see,at a glance the
general upward oi* downward tendency of a mover
ment which c$n not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these Relative numbers the last pro-
war year, 1913; or in some instances a five-yfear aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
Wherever possible.

The relative nujnbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or;period to equal
100* If the movement lor a current month is greater
than the base, the relative ntimbor will be greater than
100, and vice versa, Th6 difference Between 100 and
the relative number will give at brice th£ per cent
increase or dectea^e compared with the base pefripd.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next, Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relatiye numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives cduld be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or moj-e series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or foi; the country as a Whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relatiye
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with otter periods are inade in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SUBVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
Between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an itejn is given the same
vertical movement whether its- curve is near the,bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the Ordinary form
of a chart can be made dear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the precfedirig month. Another mbve-
menfrwith a Relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase
The ratio charts avoid tills difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical riss
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. Tlie ratio charts compart percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes. ' v ' ' , . . . . , , ' ' • " ' / .

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of August and also items covering the eartu weeks of
September, received up to September £7. (See charts arid table, pp, 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month'*
business are not available until from 15 to SO days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lilies sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1926, No. 60). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments.11

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and t^at to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as bias been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets
is also reprinted in "Commerce Reports," issued
weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly
as ii cau be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of thes&
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described frelow) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 19i3, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at; once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can nqt be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
' : *

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CUKBENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2; These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereat the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for, the month of September and also items covering the early weeks of
October received up to October 27. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to SO days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

Eresent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-

ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1926, No. 60). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments/'

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be df use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets
is also reprinted in "Commerce Reports," issued
weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly
as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in t^e accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at ̂ 11,; are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
refining more particularly to a specialkind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or m some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1013, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movei&ent for a current month is greater

* than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versaL The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with tHe base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and r allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curv£ and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item* having a relative number of -400 in on&
month, increases 10 per tfent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty aftd give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
Comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of November and also items covering the early weeks of
December received up to December 27. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date9 but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade ana industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
Tames l-l 10). In the intervening months the more
important comparisons only are given in the table
entitled "Trend of business movements/9

\ ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets evefry week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets
aria usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets
is also reprinted in "Commerce Reports/1 issued
weeH^ by the Btirfeau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. The monthly bulletin is distributed as quickly
as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
v^y i$rgely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
<Ia^ ara collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still

T others ipe repotted by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

1 To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1013, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100

/ ipiereve* poejdme.
• fhe illative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
,100. If the movement for a current month is greater

, than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen.
In many cases relative numbers of less importance
have been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear, in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the present number, thus allowing easy com-
parison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS
When two or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country a6 a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers,

BATIO CHARTS
In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OB> CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) s6ale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of December and also items covering the early weeks of
January received up to January 26. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the monthf a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1927, No. 66). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments."

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets every week
to subscribers in the United States. The leaflets are
usually mailed on Tuesdays and give such information
as has been received during the preceding week. The
information contained in these leaflets is also reprinted
in "Commerce Reports/' issued weekly by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The monthly
bulletin is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if ayailable at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward, or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instance a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
moAthly Average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The Difference between 100 and
tbfc relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen. In
many cases relative numbers of less importance have
been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative .number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas th0 previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to eacli
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of December and alsofttem$ covering the early weeks of
January received up to February 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's^
business are not available until from 15 to SO days after the clbse of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1927, No. 66). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the monthly SURVEY,
which is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
arid printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers/' a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily b£ grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instance a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
ithan the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent ov<er the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
some more representative period has been chosen. In
many cases relative numbers of less importance have
been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curvfe and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and tence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of February and also items covering the early weeks of
March received up to March 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the advance leaflets give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1927, No. 66). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed 6n Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the monthly SURVEY,
which is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers/' a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated* The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

In many instances comparable figures for the pre-
war years are not available, and in such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. For some
industries 1919 can not be regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and^
some more representative period has been chosen. InT
many cases relative numbers of less importance have
been temporarily omitted.

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, as in Tables 111 to
131 of the August, 1926, number, thus allowing easy
comparison on a pre-war base for all items for which
relatives could be computed.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index numher. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CUREENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2, These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of April and also items covering the early weeks of May
received up to May 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's business are not
available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations can not be
presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every week the latest data available.
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Relative numbers ina> also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage mcrease or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the .nextJ - Thus, if a relative
number atone month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there ha:s been an increase of 20 per cent.

In DaaHy instances comparable .figures for. the pre-
war years are nc>t available, ^nd WL such cases the year
1919 has usually been taken as the base. Edr stone
industries 1919 can not be regarded as^a proper base,
dtie to extraordinary conditions in the industry, #nd
some more represmtative period has been chosen. lit
inany;cases relative numbers of less importance h$ve
been temporarily Oiaitted. V

Most of the relative numbers appear in a special
section of the semiannual issues, «& in Tables 111 to
J31 of the, .present number, thus allowing ea-sy
cprictpjarison on a pre-war Jbase for all items for which
relatives could be computed. - ^

INDEX NUMBERS
When two ;or more series of relative numbers are

combined by a; system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an ibd^ itumber* The index
number by combining many •, relative numbers, is ,
de^ignm;to show: ^ie;6rend of an entire group-of
industries or for the country (as a whole^ instead of for
the sin^e cotMnodity or industry whicli the relative
number covers. Comparisons with tHe base ye^r or
with other periods are, made ia the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers, ' s

RATIO CfiARTS

In many instances^the charts, used in the StTRviiY
OF CuEEENTBtTSiNiiss are of the type termed u Ratio
Charts^' ^Ipg^rithmic scale), nbtably tiie .Busings
Itidicator^ charts on page 2. These.charts ^iow the
percentage increase and allow xlkect compaipions '
between the slope ̂ | one ctiirve aii^ that of aay other
<iurVe regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 p^p^ent increase in m item is;given, the same
Vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-, i
torn or near the top of,the chart, \,

The difference between this aod the ordinar^ form
of a chart c^a be made clear by an example. If a
certain item^ having a relative number of 4TO in one
.nxpnth, injcrease^ 10 per cent in the following month,
î s relative number will be 440, and on an brdinaty
chart woiald be plotted 40 equidistant icale -.points
higher,thaii the preceding month. Another mol^e-
meftt with a relative Dumber of, say, SO, also increases
|Q |ter dent, making its relative number 55. On 4he
ordmie^y (arithmetito) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, wha-eas the previous: item rose 40
points, yet eabh showed th& ̂ pae percentage increase.

,:Tbe ratio clxarts av,o;id, tiis difficulty" and give to each
.of the two movements exactiy the same vertical tise,
and h^ence the slopes of the two lines ate directly
comparable* The ratio charts compare J>ercentnge
changes, whSe the arithmetic charts compare absolute

complete data for the month of June and also items covering the early weeks of July
^_ _ _ _ , . ^ v _ . ,_., _,T_ sandtable,pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's business are not
until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations can not be
lit^^^^^li^^^^ *ti#ptQment8 give every week C • ' - - - - -
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INTROBUCTION

THE STTRVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts r^gar4ing the vari-
ous, liiiesjof trade ana industry, : At semiannual mter-
yats detailed tables are published giving, for each itei%
knonthlyv figures for the/past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back £0 1913* also blank:
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling thp$e who care td do
so to enter new figures as soon as they Appear (see
issud for August, 1927, No. 72). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only ate
given iii the tat>te entitled,"Trend of business move-
ments."1, ,/ ' " • ,/ , ^ ; * \ ' - \'' ,

WEEKLY SUPPLteMENT

Realiziiig that current statisties ai*e h%hly perish-
able and .that to l?e of us$ they must reafch the business
man at the earliest possible moinent, th& department
hag arranged to distribute supplements every week id
subscribed in the United States, The 3uppleni&nt$ are
ttsuaUy maifej on Saturdays and;give such ififoML^ti^n
as has been received during the weet ending on the)
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the/moji^hly StrRVBl^
swhiehi^ distributed as quickly a&it &an be completed
and printed* v ^ /

BASI0 DATA

The %ur6s reported in file accompanying tables are
very largely, those already in ^dstei^ce. The ^bief
functionvof, the department is to bring together these
.data which,rif available at all, are scattered in hx^i-
clrecb 0f deferent publications. A" portion of these
d^ta 'are collected by Government depWtments^ dttier
figures are cbmpiled by technical Journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different im^bt-
tant items and,render the trend of~&:movemeiit more
apparent, relative numbers (often called " index num-

"bers,n a term referring more,particularly to a special
kind of number described below) h.ave been calcu-
lated. The relative numbers enable the reader to see
at a glance the general upward or downward tendency;
<>f a nioveptBant which ;can not so easily be grasped
from the actual figures. ,

Iri computing these relative numbers ,̂he last pre-
war year/ 1913, or in some instances $, five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as ai>,a&e equal to 100
wherever ppssijble. Mor^ lately ^ the average for
1&23-1925 hag b^en frequently taketi'as 100. _

The retetive; numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly ̂ v^rage for the base year or period to equal
100. If jthe movement for SL current month is greater
than the base, tte relative number>;ill be greater th^an

,100, and vice versa. The ^ifferetfie^ between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the p&i* ctot
increits0 or decrease compared with the base period,

"Thus a relative number of IIS mea^s an iticrease of 15

Thigissue presents practically complete data for the rnonthiof^uly and also items covering the early weelcs of August
received jup to Attaint 29* (See charts %nti fable, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data cover ing a particular month's business are not
available until from IB to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations can not be
presented at ah early date, but the weekly supplements gfoe every week the latest data available.

per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of SO means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

•> Relative numbers may dso be used to calculate the
approximate percentage inqrease or decreasfein a 33aove-

•* ment froni one period to the next, Thus^ if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later montk it
is 144 there h^s been an increase Of 20 per cent.
, In many instances comparable figures for die pre-

-war years are not available, and in sUct eases the year
1919 h^s usuajl^ been taken ag th^ base. For some
industries 1919 can not be Regarded as a proper base,
due to extraordinary conditions in the industry, and
^ome more representative period has been chosen. ,

L >Most of the ^lative numbers on a pre-war base
.which were given in & special section of the semiannual
issues, as in Tables 111 to ;13i :of the August, 1926 ;̂
number, thus allowing easy comparison, have-been
temporarily omitted.

INDEX NUMBERS

Wh$n two or'tnore series of relative mixnbers are
Combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
auinber, by combining many relative numbers^ is
designed to $how the trend of &n enfiire group of
JWustries or for the country as ^ whole, instead of for
tke single commodity or industry which the relative
npmber covers. Comparisons ^itk Hie base year or
^th other periods are ma.de'in the same manner, as in
tke case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

t ; :In many instances the charts used in the STJRVBY
;OF CJu^EEKT BUSINESS are of the type termed ''Ratio
Charts^ *• (logarithmic se^le)r notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2» ^These chaffe show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
ftet^eh the ^3ope of one" curve and that of any other
curv0 regardless of its location/on the diagram; that
i^ a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its cutve is near the bot-
tom or near the top ot the chart.

.,-' The difference between this and the ordinary form
of .a chart can be made cl0ar by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number pf 4pO in one
mbnth, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440^ tod on an ^ordinary
chart would be ploftted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the,preceding month. Another move-
men^ with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
iO.per cent, making its relative puniber 55. On the
ordmary (arithmetie) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, .whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase,
The'totio charts a^void this difficulty and give to each
of tie two rnoveiJLxerifcs exactly, the same vertical rise,
a&d hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio Charts .compare percentage
cbauges, witile the arithmetic charts compare absolute
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INTRODUCTION
THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1927, No. 72). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements qvery week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the monthly SURVEY,
which is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications, A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called " index num-
bers," a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated,

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
usually been used as a base equal to 100 wherever
possible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
been frequently taken as 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the baset year Or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cient
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines ate directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The first section, covering textiles, has already
been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents per
copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other > sections will be
given in the SURVEY as they are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of August and also items covering the early weeks of
September received up to September 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As most data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for August, 1927, No. 72). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the monthly SURVEY,
which is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers," # term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
usually been used as a base equal to luO wherever

Eossible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
een frequently taken as 100.
The relative numbers are computed by allowing the

montblly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current toonth is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.
, ; Relative numbers m&j also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative nupahers.

RATIO CHARTS "" ^ * **
: • - , - , .-• , ^ - .*-v. **,

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale),, notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale pointa
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas th6 previous item rose 40

¥;)ints, yet each showed the same percentage increase,
he ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each

of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a BECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the KECORD
BOOK. The first section, covering textiles, has already
been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents per
copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D, C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will ;be
given in the SURVEY as they are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of September and also items covering the early weeks of
October received up to October 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and 5.) As rnost data covering a particular month's
business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

HE SURVEY ojp CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to i rnent from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
ent each month a picture of the business Situation number at onfe month is 120 and for a later month it
ettirig forth the principal facts regarding the vari- is 144 there has been aj? increase of 20 ppr cent.
ines of trade aijd industry. At semiannual inter-
| detailed tables are published giving, for each item,

hly figures for the past two years and,yearly
arisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
sufficient for six months have beer* left; at the

>m of eafch table enabling those who care to do
0 enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
5 for August, 1927? No. 72). In the intervening
ths the more important comparisons only #re

in the table entitled /'Trend of business mi
ts." ' ' " ' • • '

WEfiKLt SUPPLEMENT

move-

fealizing that current statistics are Idghly perish-
and that to be of use they must reach the business
at the earliest possible moment, the department

Ranged to distribute supplements every week to
cribers iii-th^ United States. The supplements are
|Iy mailejd on Saturdays ̂ nd give such information
as been received during the week enduttg on the
ding Tuesday. The information contained in
Bulletins is republished in the mdnthly SURVEY,

:hte distributed as quickly as it can be completed
printed.

BASIC DATA

e figures reported in the accompanying tables are
largely thiose already ift existence. The chief

Jon of the department & to bring together these
which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-

.. of different publications. A portion of, these
are collected by] Government departments^ other

— are compiled by technical journals, and still
are reported by tr&de associations.

&BLATITE NUMBERS

r\ facilitate comparison between Different impor-
items tod to chart series expressed in different
, relative, numbers (often called " index nuni-
"; a term referring more particularly tp a special
of ntimber described below) have been calcu-<

bomputing these relative numbers the last pre~
vear, 1$13, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
(jy been ttsed &s m base equal tp 10,0 wherever
tle.f More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
frequently taken as 100. }

le relative numbers are computed by allowing the
Jaly average for the base yesar or period to equal

: If; the movement for a current month is greater
the tase, the relative number will be greater than
tod vice v^rsa. Tfe difference between 100 and
illative number will give ^t once the per cent

^se or decrease feompried with the base period.
'a relative number or 115 me&ns ain increase of 15

t over the t>ase period^ while a relative number
meftns a decrease of 20 p0r cent from the base.
'ative numbers may a|so be used to Calculate ttie

* tate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or word series of Jrelative numbers are
combined by a system of .weightings, the resulting
series is ^nQmm&ted aij index number. The index
number, by combining many relathrle numbers, fa
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as; a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or iridustry wjhich the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods &re made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers; ; ^ f

RATIO CHARtS

In many instances the charts used iij, the S^BVEY
OF CUEE^NT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmiq scale), ndtably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2, These charts shpw tiiei
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve /and that 6f any otherr
curve regardles^ of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 pbr cent increase in an itein is given the same
vertical movement whether its cutye is ne^r the bot-
tom or near the top of the (iiark The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be m^de olear by an example. If a certain
item, having a Relative nun^ber. of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following ,inonth, its
relative number will be 440, ^iid on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, s§y, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative pumber 55 r On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, y^t each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and jgive to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
knd hence ;the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. Th0 ratio charts compare percentage

/changed, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes, • • : •' '" % ' ' . ' ' V • •;' • • * •

BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present 4ata
with monthly statistics in previous, years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried In' the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS; are sho\ro by inonths as far
fyaqk as 1909, if Available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports ol how "the clatji ^re used in actual
practice by business firms are contained 'i& the RECORD
BOOK. The first section, covering textiles, has already
been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents per
copy f rpm th€> Superintendent oi Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, ^ashingt!on? D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be
given in the Su^aVEt as they are issued, ' / . ~

'his issue, presents practically complete data far the month of October and also items covering the early weeks of
iber received Up to November 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and5*) 4* most data covering a particular month's
;s$ are not available] until from 1$ to SO days after the close ot the month* a, cqmplete^picture^ of that month's
ions can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for tihe past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
Tables 1 to 115). In the intervening months the
more important comparisons only are given in the
table entitled "Trend of business movements/1

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The information contained in
these bulletins is republished in the monthly SURVEY.
which is distributed as quickly as it can be completed
and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already iji existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures ate compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers, a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 191#, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
usually been used as a base equal to 100 wherever
possible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
been frequently taken as 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slppe of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made dear by an example. If a certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by, months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The first section, covering textiles, has already
been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents per
copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern*
ment Printing,Office, Washington, £>. C, (Do not
send sttops.) Notices of other sections will be
given in the SUBVEY as tlxey are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of December and also items covering the early weeks of
January received up to January 28. (See charts and table, pp. 4 and £,) As most data covering a particular months'
business are not available until from IS to $0 days after the close ofthemonth* a complete picture of that month's
operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1928, No. 78). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled "Trend of business move-
ments. "

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in "these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called " index num-
bers," a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
usually been used as a base equal to 100 wherever
possible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
been frequently taken as 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts7' (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data, are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per cop3r from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of January and contains text covering the early weeks of
February (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every
week the latest data available.
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INtEODtJCTION
THE SUBVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where Available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at tlie
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter new figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1928, No. 78). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend of business move-
ments."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data. . i

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in 4ifferfent
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers/ ' a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have teen calcu-
lated.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
usually been used as a base equal to 100 wherever
possible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
beeti frequently taken as 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
* 100. If the movement for a current month' is greater
than the bas^ the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease* of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
•-approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers,

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Rfttio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and th$t of any other
curve regardless .of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative humber will t>e 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move^
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points* whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and henee the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes..

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS ,
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in thd SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available, Full descriptions of the>
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
sand stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of February and contains text covering the early weeks of
March (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the meekly supplements*
As most data covering a particular monihfs business are not available Until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
u complete picture of that month's operations can hot be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every
week the latest data available*
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INTRODUCTION

Tan SUKVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At semiannual inter-
vals detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly
comparisons, where available, back to 1913; also blank
lines sufficient for six months have been left at the
bottom of each table enabling those who care to do
so to enter tiew figures as soon as they appear (see
issue for February, 1928> No. 78). In the intervening
months the more important comparisons only are
given in the table entitled " Trend oi business move-
ments."

/ , WEEKLY. SUPPLEMENT ,

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish- j
able and that to be of use they must reach the business f
man at the earliest possible moment; the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every ^eqk to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as hks been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletin is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data.

BASIC DATA

The, figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in' existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Goveroment departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still

. others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called " index nuru-

;bers," a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of ;numfcer described below) have been calcu-
lated.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or the first postwar year, 1919, have
.usually been used as a base equal to 100 wherever

/possible. More lately the average for 1923-1925 has
been frequently taken as 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly averagb for the base year or period to equal
100v If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period/ while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent frorn the base. ,.
1 Relative numbers may ajso be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-

ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

,• .' , INDEX NUMBERS -' „.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the .resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In many instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business,
Indicator charts on page 2; These charts show the
percentage increase and allow diredt comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that,of any tithfcr
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or nea^ the top of the chart. The. difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example* If & certain
item, having a relative number of 400 in one month,
increases, 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of? say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give ! to each
of the tw6 movements exactly the' same vertical rise,
and hence, the slopes of the two lines a;re directly
comparable. The ratio charts. compare percentage
changes while the arithmetic charts comjpare absolute
changes. . „

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK 6 F BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SUKVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months ais far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10,cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY &S they are issued.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of March and contains text covering the early weeks of
April (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements*
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to SO days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not Represented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every
week the latest data available* ;
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CUBRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth th$ principal f&cts regarding the v$ri~
ous^ lines of trade and industry; The figures reported
are very largely xtho^ .already m existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different, publications. A portion of
these data is collected by Government departments,
other figures are, compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by tr^de associations.'

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are, pub-
' lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
.past two years and ye&fly^comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also jblank;liiies sufficient for ,si£

, months,have been left; ai;the> bottom of each;table,
enabling those who ̂ are'to do^so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear { êe TablesHl to 115). In the
intervening mojiths the more important comparisons
only are £iv6n .in the tWble entitled '*' Trend of busk
ness movements;" \ •

- ' VV' • - WEEKLY;SUPPLEMENT : ' , . / ' • .
.Realizing that current;.statistics, a;re Highly perish-

able and that to be, of use they;must reach the business
man, at th£ iearliest possible Moment, the aeparthienf
has, arranged to distribute supplements every weak to
subscribers in the tJnjted States. The supplements are
usually mailed on.-Saturdays and give such infornxation
as has been received 'during the week ending, on,the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly inforniation con-
tained in these bulletins Js republished in the SURVEY,
•and thie, supplements, also contain charts and tables
of weekly data. v ,^ \

RELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
To. facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items and to .chart series expressed in different;
units, relative numbers /(qften .called "index n;u#i-
bers," a term referring morp p&rticularfy to a special
kind of number described below) have been €aMu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 Iras
usually been used aa a,;b^se equal to 100,

The relative nuthl^ers are computed by allowing the,
monthly average for tjhe base year or period ip equal
100. If the movement fdr a c^rreiit month is greater
than the base, the relativ^iiiimber willbp greater than ,
100^ and vice versa. The.d^&rence between 1QO and
the relative number will givl at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.<
Thus a relative nuinb&t V6l HSlneahs an increase of 15"J

per cent over the base period^ while & relative, BUniber
of 80 means a ̂ decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also\be used to calculate th&
approximate percentage increase or decrease it* a moye-
ment from one period to the n&xt. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later inonth it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent. ,

When two or more series of ?elativ6 numbers are
combined by ~a system of weightings, the resulting

denominated $n index number. The index

designed to show, the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number,covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers, ,

RATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in .the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts'' (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its: location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same

" vertical movement whether its curve ̂ is, near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. ; The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made <?Iear by an. example* If a certain
item having a .relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent ia the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on aa ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
.higher than the preceding months Another move-
ment with a relative; number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two moveinents exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes. . ' - > •

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, .the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available, Full descriptions of the
figures and reports &f how the data are used in actual,
practice fcy business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and inetals have
already been issued and may b^ obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps,) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using^ and interpreting current .business

statistics h&ve been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of, Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington t). C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

series is
number, by (jombininj? Bpjany relative numbers,

This issue present^ practicmlly complete data for the jnonih of June and contains text coverinff the early weeks of
July {page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart forrn are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As mQStdata covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a compete picture of tfiat month's operations can not be presented at an early date9 but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The STTKVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already hi existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
th&se data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds Of different publications, A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures $re compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; alsd blanfc; lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who c«ire to do s6 to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 1928, i^sue). In the
intervening months the more important comparisons
only are given in the table entitled "Trend of busi-
ness movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
Kealizing jbhat current statistics are highly perish-

able and that to be of u$e they must rea^h the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republishkd in the SUBVEY,
and the supplement^ also contain charts and tables
of weekly data.

RELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items and to chart Series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers/' a term referring more particularly to a .special
kind of Dumber, described below) have been calcu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100* and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cfent
increase Or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per, cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Rdative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a latet month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per ce&t.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an, entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably th§ Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and aUow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is,near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORB
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled "Ho^.to Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington P. C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issu* presents practically complete data for the month of July and contains text covering the early weeks of
August (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to $0 days after the close of the month,
n complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available.Digitized for FRASER 
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present eadh month a picture of the;business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the v^ri-
ous lines ;qf "tifadd and industry. The figures reported

; are'yery. largely ̂ those already iiis existence*/ The
< * chief function of the <Je]partnient is to. bring together

these }dat& \^hieh', if available, ait all, are scattered
jri huBdr^dLs-of fiifferent/publicfitioii's. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled >by 'technical journals, and

.still others are ̂ ported by trade associations.
^At.s^miahnuftl intervals detailed tables ^re pub-'

Ii$he4 giving,"for each item, monthly figures for the
past two ^e^sane)^ yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, baek;to 191$; alk> l>lank lines sufficient; for six
rnonths fiave been;

:Mt at the bottom of, each»table,
^enabling those who careTto do so to ent;>er new figures
as soon &s they Appear (s&e August, 1928, issue). < In the
iat^rveiiing months the niore important comparisons
only are friveVin the table entitled- ^Treriii<)f busi-J

*9 ^ - . - > . ' * „ - ' , , ^ ^ "l

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
( ^ Realizing thjat Current statistics are liigbty parish-

^ ,abje and that to Ife of use they must rekch the business
* tf$iari at tite earliest possible foment, the Department

rh&s arranged, to disiribHte supplements^very week to
subscribers in the United States* Th$ supplements are

' usually mailed;*m Saturdays $nd,.gfere such information
Vast has been receiyiBd, dtiring the week ending on, the
preceding Tuesday.\ The monthly information ,con-

V tained in theise bulletins is republished in the SUBVBY,
and the supplements also contain charts arid tables
qf weekly dat$.s ; ' .'-', ' / • ' ' - -

RELATIVE AK& INDEX NUMBERS
t , f To fa6ilitp,te comparison between different impor-

tant items und to ch^rt series expressed in differesiu
units, 'relative : numbers (often .called ^injiex num-
bers^'' a t^rm referring, mofe particularly to, a special

/ jkintl of nuinbey described below) have be^n ealcu-
lated. TBe monthly average for ,1923-19^5 has
usuaBy been used is & base equal to 100.^ ,

Tjie r^ativ^ numbers arfe competed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current, month is greater
than theSase; the relative number npilTbfe greater tlian
100, and vice, vers^. The difference between lt)0 and

i the relative jitimber willi; give at on^e, £he percent
; increase or 3e4rea^e compared,with the' base period.

(Thus a relative number of 115 m^arfe an incrM&e of 15
{per <?tot otei; th0\ b^se period, wl^ile^a relative* number

; "of 80 mean(a a decrease of 20 per drent from the base. /
"Relative numbers trtay also be us^d to caloi]ila.te the

\ ;appro^imate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from on© period to the, next. Thus, if a relative

f.numblir at pne,mopth is 12Q and for a Jatei* month it
is 144'there ha^ been an increase of 20 p^r\cent. ,

\When twb or more series of relative numbers afe
combined ,by a system of weightings, the resulting

. seri^s/is, dendtnxn^ed an^ index number. The index
^number, bfy c^olhbining. many relative nic(ibersi is

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons ^th the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner o& in

case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY,

OF CURRENT .BUSINESS are of the, type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on, page 2. These charts show the
percentage ̂  increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of, its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per pent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near 'the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form oi;
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 4&0 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on ;an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than ? the preceding monthis. , Another move-
ment with a relative number of, sky, 50 also increases
10 pet cent, inaking its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this intern would rise only 5
equidistant joints, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed tlje same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare ̂ absolute
changes. .

RECORD BOOK
As ,an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is^ .compiling a . RECORD Boo& OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS^ in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shov^n by months as far
back as 19Q9, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and Deports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms axe contained in the RECORD
BOOK. ,The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C, (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued:

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been .collected by the department
from many ' business concerns and- are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics," together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington D. C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issuefpresents practically complete <fa#a for the month of August and contains text covering the early weeks of
September (page /)> for which tfoe basic figures In table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements*
A» most dafacom^hg^a particular month's business are not, available until horn 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,

ja complete picture of that monies operations c.an not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every iffeek t h e latest, data available. " , ' , - ;
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all, are Scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 19l£; also blank lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 1928, issue). In the
intervening months the mote important comparisons

: only-are giv^n in the table entitled "Trend of busi-
ness movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as Jias been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data.

RELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers," a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will giye at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a Relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
Is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined t?y a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated ah index dumber. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS ' ^ _ ^
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number Will be 440, an4 on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, maiding its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. Tlie ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
gractice by business firms are contained in the RECORD

OOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics," together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics* This booklet may be obtained fronoi the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington D. C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issue presents practically complete data tor the month of September and contains text covering the early weeks
of October (page l),for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available. , , '
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous Uiies of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also blank lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those \tfho care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 1928, issue). In the
intervening months the more important comparisons
only are given in the table entitled "Trend of busi-
ness movements."

WEBKIY SUPPLEMENT
Realizing tfcat current statistics are highly perish-

able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is repubUshed in $he SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data.

RELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units^ relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers/' a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-

'lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
lisually been used as a base equal tp 100.

Thd relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. if the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relfttiVe number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the* base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also b© used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
men$ from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it,
is 144 there has befcn an increase of 20 per cent.

Wheto two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
perils is denominated an index: number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

&ATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of 6ne curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location: on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the qhart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by a<n example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in o£e month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than tha preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number $5. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, jret each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty $nd give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK
As an aid t6 readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are showti fcy months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued arid may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Pocuments, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Dp not
send stamps.) / Notices of other sectibns will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF tSE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
boojdet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics," together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office^ Washington D. C., at 15 cehts per copy. (Do
not $end stamps.)

Thin issue presents practically complete data for the month of October and contains text covering the early weeks
of November (page I), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the monthf
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
The SUBVEY ofr CURRENT BUSINESS is designed^to

Eresent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-

ous lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures aira compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables &re pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and /yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also blank lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who care to do so to enter new figures
ps soop. as they appear (see August, 1928, issue). In the
intervening mbnths the more important comparisons
only are given in the table entitled " Trend of busi-
ness movements."

i

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realising th^t current statistics are highly peri^h-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States, The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly data*

RELATIVE AND INDE# NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and td chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index num-
bers," a term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100; If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
lOb/and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per pent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other period^ are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances the charts used in the SUBVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one.curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. Jf a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lin£$ are directly
comparable. The ratio charts cpmpare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD POOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a BECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back.as 1909, if available, Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are u£ed in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps,)

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of November and contains text covering the early weeks
of December (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until front 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available.Digitized for FRASER 
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INTKODUCTION
SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

> each month a picture of the business situation
^setting forth the principal facts regarding the yari-

lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
_., very largely those already iti existence. The
lef function of the department} is to bring together
jse data which, if available at aliiare Scattered
hun4reds of different publications. A portion of

tjbpse data are collected by Government departments,
c|ther figures are compiled by technical journals, &nd
rttl others are reported bv trade associations.
| At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pyb-

lished giving, for each item* monthly figures for the
' *• two yearp and yearly comparisons, where avail-

t, back to 1913; also blank lines sufficient for six
have been left at the bottoni of ea6h table,

rr,, 0- those who care to do Jo to enter new figures
jais soon as they appear (see Tables 1 to 117). In the
|jiii$rvening months the more important comparisons
taly ate giv^n in the table entitled "Trend of busi-
ipiefcs movements.'' ,

K WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
• j I - B , , , - , \ \

Realizing that current statistics ai;e highly perish-,
,_ |e and that to be of use they mu&t reach the business
JEM at the eariiest possible moment, the department
Mail arranged to distribute supplements every week to
jaubseribersin the United States. The supplements are
^stially mailed on Saturdays $nd give such information
ikb'has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. Tfye nionthly information con-
plained in these bulletins is repubUshed in the SURVEY,
$nfl ttie supplements also c6ntain charts and tables
of Weekly data.

RELATIVE AND ti^DEX NUMBERS

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in,
,the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are rf the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase tod allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and th$t of any other
curve regardless of its location on the; diagram; that
is, a 10 per feent increase in an item is "given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart* The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can b$ made clear by an example-^ If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following mdnth, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale joints
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, s^ty, 50 also increases
10 per cent,^ making its relative number 55. On the
brdinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, jret each showed the same percentage increased
The rat/io charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of thq two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the ^lo^s of the two lines are directly
comparable. Th$ ratio charts .compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes* , " - . ' ' ,

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD IJook OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
09 CURRENT BusrtfE^s are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available* Full Descriptions pf the
%ures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by busine$s firmp are contained ui the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and^may be obtained for 10 cent&
per copjr from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington* Dl C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections will be givfen
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been cpllected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
bopklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics/'^tdgether w;ith methods ^collecting sta-
tistics* Thfe booklet may bo obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, government Printing
Office, Washington, I}. C., at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

i I Thty issue presents practically complete data for the month of December and contains iext Covering the early weeks
cf January (page |)> for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the montht
4 complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented ait an early date, but the weekly supplements give

week the latest data available. /

facilitate comparison between different impor*
items and to chart series expressed in different

ujnits, relative numbers (often called **index num-
3ier$," a teirm referring more particularly to a Sipecial
Ind of number described bellow) have been calcti-
te4- The monthly average for 1923-̂ 1925 has
atially bedn used ^s a base equal to 100,
'jTEe relative numbers are computed by allowing the

njionthly average for the base year or period to equal
If the movement for a current month is greater

the base, the relative number will be greater than
|0, a&d vice versa. The difference between 10Q and

idi relatiye number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base perio<L
jfb[u8 a relative number of 115 means an increase of 1?
wr cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrea^e^of 20 per cent from the base.
11 Belative numbers may ̂ l^o be used to calculate the
^jpbroximate percentage increase or decrease in a move*

ant from onp perio4 to the next. Ttus, if a relative
[paber .̂t one month is 120 and for a latermontl* it
144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent,
When two or more series of relative numbers are

by a system of weightings, the resulting
is denominated an index number, The ihdex

by combining man^r relative numbers, is
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY, OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by,-setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
ai-e very largely those already In existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which* if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables > are pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to l9l3; also plank lines sufficient for six
months have been.l&ft at the bottom of each table,
enabling those >vho care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see February, 1929, is£ue). In
the intervening months the, more important cdmp&ri-
sons only are given in the table entitled '* Trend of
business movements." ^

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT1 / ' ' * ' - • ! "
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

>ie atnd that to be of use tkey must reach the business
man at tte earliest possible moment, the clepartment
has arranged to distribute supplement^ every week to
subscribers in the United States, £he supplements are
usually mailed op Saturdays and ^ive such information
as tyas been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesdav* The monthly information con-
tain^! in these bulletins is republishe|d in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of Weekly data.

RELATIVE AND IND]EX NUMpfeRS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often called "index, num-
bers," a term referring mote particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually be&n u^ed as a bask ecpial to 100.

Th0 relative'number are computed by allowing the
monthly average for tlie base y6ar or period to eqiual

.( 100<; M t|ie movement lo^ ^current month is greater
than'the bask, the relative nujnber will be greater th^n
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relatiy^ number will give: at once the per cent
increase; or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 11,6 paeans an increase of 1̂
per cerlt over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 meins a decrease of 20 per cent from th6 base.

Relative numbers may also be tised to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
Dumber at/one nqtoiith is 1?0 and for a later montfy it
ifc 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

, When two or more series of rel&tiye numbers are
combined d*y a ^syst^m of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an indtex number. The index,
number, by combining; many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of ah entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry \^hich the relative
number covers. v Comparisons witti the base year or
with other periods are made in the s&me ma,nner as in
the case of relative numbers. ,

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances, the charts Used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the, type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on, page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of One curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on:the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an iterb. is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the ctiart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be inade elea,r by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, arid on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant sc^ale points
higlpr than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative Dumber pf, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On th&
ordinary, (Arithmetic) scale this item wOuld rise[ Only £
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, 3ret,each showed thfe same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movenients exactly the ^ain^ vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two li^es a,re directly
comparable. TJie ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes. J

RECORD

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with montl^y statistics in previous year3, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK^ OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in whicty diata now parried In the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available: Full descriptions of the
figures #nd reports of how the data are tised in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles and metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov*-
cirnment Printing Office, Washington,, D. C. (Do not
send stamps.) Notices of other sections ]wili be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF tJSE

\ Methods of using and interpreting current business
statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns, and are; described in a
booklet entitled "How to tFse Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of .collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, GoveTnipabnt,Printing
Office, Washington, D. C^, &t 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.) \

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of January and contains text covering the early weeks
of February (page 1], for which the basic figures In table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly, supplements give
every week th$ latest data available.Digitized for FRASER 
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INTRODUCTION
The SUKVBT OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal f^cts regarding the vari-
ous lines of Wade apd industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function 01 the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all> are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are ^ollebted by Government departments,
oiher figures are compileu by technical journals, and
still others are reported by J>r&4e associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pttb*
lished giving, fpr each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly eoinparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913^ also blank lines sufficient for six
months have fyeen left at the bottom Of each table,
enabling those who caje to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see February , 1929, issue). In
the intervening months the more important compari-
sons only are given in the table entitled "Trend of
business movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that current statistics ate highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the Unitted States. The supplements $re
usually mailed, on Saturdays andrgiv^ such information
as has been xeceited during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of weekly 4

RELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units1 relative numbers (often called "indei num-
bers," a term referring mote particularly to a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated. ^he r monthly • average for ,1923-1925 has
usually been tised as a base ̂ qu^l to 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the bas6, the relative number will be greater than
100,, and vice versa. The difference beitween 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base p,eriod, while a relative number
6f 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a naoye-
mejit from pne period to the ne^it* Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of &0 pqr cent.

When two or mbre series of relative numbers are
combined by a; system of weightings, ttie resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to sboW the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances A the charts used in the SUKVET
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably th& Business
Indicator charts on page 2. Ttes^ charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any ather
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart, The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made cl&ar by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number 6f 400 in one mqnth
increases 10 per c&nt in the following month* its
relative nutnber will be 440^ and, on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant sc&le points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, maiking its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, Whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts a^oid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of ^he two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio (marts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic chatts compare absolute
changes.

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
rdent is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURBENT BUSINESS are shown by months as'far
back as 1909, if available* Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are u$£d in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textilesjind metals have
already been issued and may be obtained for 10 cents
per copy from the Superintendent of Dociimeiits, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (Do not
s6nd stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods ipf using and interpreting current business

statistics Jiave been collected by tl^e department
from many ̂ business concerns and arer described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Doduinents, Government Printing
Office, .Washington, D. C,, at 15 cents per &>py. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of February and contains text covering the first quarter
of1929 (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly, in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month'* business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
The StfKVBY OF CUB&ENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting f^rtk tiiri principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade^ and industry. The figures reported
are very1 largely those already in ejrfstence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, it available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected: bV Government departments,

t , other figures are coriapij^d by technical journals, and
still d^ers are reported by trade associations.

1 At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving* for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also blank lines'sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who care t6 do so to enter new figures
eb soon as the/ ippea* (see February, 1929, issue). In
the intprveiung months the more important compari-
sons o&ly are givett in the table entitled " Trend of{

business movements." /

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
Realizing thai current statistics are highly perish-

aj>le and thit toJ^e of #$e th^y mjist reach the business
man «t the ^arli^st possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers iti the United States; The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays ari<J give such information
&s has been received durmg the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday, ^The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is repuWjshed fn the SJCTRVEY*
and the supplements al$6 contaiii charts and tables
of weekly dat$. /

• s / . ' - ' • ; '. - ;! , ' '
R^LATIV^ AND IND±S NUMtyOKjS

* Tp facilitate comparison between different nnpof-
tant items and to chart series expressed in different
units, relative numbers (often balled "index num-
bets// ;a term referring more particularly to a special
feind .of number Described below) have been calcu-
.lated* The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 100.

The relatiV^ humbers are computed by allowing the
mo&thly Average for the ba^e year or period to equal
100; M the movement f6r a current month is greater
than the base, tfre relative number \fcill be greater than
lOOi and vice ver^a. The difference> betwgeh 100 and
the relatiye jiuifttyer will give at 0nce the' per cent
increase or decrease tcomp&re$ with the base period.
Tbu$ a relative number of 115 means an ipcrea^e of 15

/ ,p^ cent over t&e base period, w;hile a relative number
of $0 me&ns a 49c^se &f 20 Pe^ ceia^ from the ba&e.

Splative numbprs ;may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment f mm oiie period to the next, Thus, if a relative
number at one mo^th is 120 and for a later jiioAth it
'is1144 tliere has been an ^ncrease of 20 pe^ cekt.

',' ^hen two oir more series of relative numbers are
ined by^ a system oi weightings^ the resulting
is denominated am index number, The index

b^ combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the t^rend of an eatiire group of
industries or for ttle Country as a \frhole, instead 01 for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covets. Comparisons with the base year pr
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers; ( fei

1 " r , ' < RATIO CHARTS'$ ̂ •\^--/-
In most uista^ces the charts used in the SURVEY

otf CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), toptjably the Business
Indicator, charts on page 2, These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope pf one curve and that of any other
c^irve regardless of its location oft the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an ftem is given the same
vertical movement whether its <iurve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the oh&rt. Tlie difference
between this tod the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart caji be made clear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number o£.4QO in oiie month
increases 10 per /cent in the following" month, its
relative number will be 440, and oU an ordinary /
(chart would be plotted ^0 equidistant sc&le points
higher,than thb preceding months. Another move*
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
|.0 p'&r-derit, Making it& relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant'points, whereas the previous item rose 40
poirits, yet each showed ;th$ same percentage increase.
The r&tio charts avoid difficulty ana give t6 each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and fae&^e the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The F&tid charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes. r

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in cpmparitig present data

withimonthly statistics in previous yejairs, the depart-
ment 16 compiling a RECORD BOQK jo$ BUSINESS
STA^IS^IOS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
or CURRENT BUSINESS are show$ by riionths AS far
b^w?k as 1909, if available. Full 4es^rip^ck^8 of the
figures and reports, pf how the d^bta are used in actual
practice by business firm^ are corit^in^d in i^he RECORD
BOOK. The sections dowering t^xjples and metals have
already bepn issued atyd may ^>e obtained tor 10 <tents ^
per c^)py from the Stiperintendeni o| Documents, Gov-
ernment Prikiting Office, Washi&gton/ft>. 0. 0b not
se^d stamps.) Notices of other sections will be given
in the SURVEY as they ar^ issued. ' ( ;i ' • , i , / - , , ' ' " ' ' ""

METHODS Of U^E
, . , - - \ ' ' « ' < r , • '

Methods of usin^ and interpreting Current businessi \
statistics hate been ciollect^ by the department
from miany business concertis and aref described in a
booldet entitled "How to Use Ciprrent Business
Statistics," ^together with nlethods «0{ collecting stA- ^
tistics; This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C,, at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps,) )

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of March and contains text covering the early weeks
of April (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering tiparticular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
& ctimplefc picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
Averu week the latest data available. i
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INTRODUCTION
SURVEY OF CimrfBkT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of tr^de and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already jin existence. , The

^ chief function of the department is to taring together
these data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these diata are collected by Government departments,
Other figttres are compile^ by technical journals, and
ptill othei-s are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each itqm, monthly figures for the
past two y^ars and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, baqfc to 1913; also blanfc ^nei sufficient for six
jpaoiitnp have be^n left at the bottpm of each table,
enabling^thojse virho care to do so to enter new figures,
as* soon as they appear (see February, 1929, issue). In
the intervening months the mPre important compari-
sons only fij^ ^iven in the table, en$t!6d " Trend of
business movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
Realizing that current statistics are higWy perish-

ablfe and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers In th^ United States. TTte supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information cton-
tained in these bulletins is r^pfyblished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of ^eekly $ata.

IftEtATIVB AND INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different impor-
tant; item$ £nd to chart series expressed in diff^r0nt

, uiiits, relative numbers (of ten > called "index n,Um*
!>e£s," a ite#m Deferring more particularly to a special
kind 6f Dumber described below) haVe i>een calcu-
lated. The io^onthly aVerage for 1923-1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 10Q,

The relative immbera are computed by allowing the
monthly av^ra£e for t^ie bask year or period to equal
100. If the moyem^nt for, a, current month is greater

> than the base^ the relative number wjU be grater than
JQ6, and vic(e versa*. The difference between 100 and
the relativfe number! will give at ohce the per cent

, ipctease or decrease compared >^ith the base period*
Thus X relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent bv^r the base period, while a rdative number
of 80 mepns a, decrease of 20 per cent from the b$se.

RelitivQ nUmbeite m&y als£> be used to calculate the
approximate pefrceijtage increase or decftp&se in $. nioye-
menti from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and fpr a latei? month it
is 144 there lias been an increase of 20 pei cent.

Wjhen two ot more series of relative nutnbers are
combined by a pysteoa of weighting^ the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The itidex
number, by Combining tiiany relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an 6ntire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single coinnlddity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with th& base yeat or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
thie case of relative numbers,

teATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY'

OF CXJBRENT BUSINESS ai*e of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts eh page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and &llow direct pomparisons
l^etw;een the slope of one curve and that of a&y other
curve regardless of its location pn tho 4iagr&m; that
is, a 10 per cent increase iii an itefn is given the same
vertical movement whether iis curve is nealr the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart; .The difference
between this and th0 ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be,made clear by to example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the Allowing nionih, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary ..
chart would be plotted 40 e^uidisliant .scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relativ^ntimber of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent,^ making its relative number 55. On'the
prdinary (arithinetic) scale this item would rfce only 5
equi4i^tant points, wherea^ the previous item rose 40
points, jj&l each showed the same percentage increase*
The ratio ch^s avoid difficulty &nd give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical ri^e,
and he&ce the slopes of the tw^o l|nes are directly
comparably. The ratio charts copapare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charte compare absolute
changes. V t ,

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in copaparing present data

with monthly statistics in previoiis years, the depart*
ment is compiling $ KECORD BOOK OIF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, iii which data no^ carried, in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1S09, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles aiid metals have
already been issued atid may be pbtaihefi for 10 cents
per co£y frcim tjbe Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Oiffice, Washington, t>; C. (Do not
send stamps i) Notices of other sections ^ill be given ,
in thfc SU&VEY as they are issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of lising and interpreting current business

statistics have beeii collected by th^ department
from many busjq^ss coticerns and arq described in a
bopldet entitled /"fiow to Use Cui*rcint B îsiness
Statistics," together witjh methods of scollectipg sta-
4istic ;̂ This booklet ilnay be obtained from the
Superintendent pf Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C-, at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.) ,

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of April and Contains text covering the early weeks
of May (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements*
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to &Q days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available. /
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INTRODUCTION

The SUBV&Y OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by Betting forth the principal facts regaling the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at All, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, whete avail-
ably, back to 1913; also blank Iin03 sufficient for si^
months have been left at the bottom of each table;
enabling those who Care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they Appear (see February, 1929, issue). In
the intervening months tbe more important compari-
sons oply are giVen in the table entitled " Trend of
business movements."

WEEto SUPPLEMENT
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and that Jto be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
spbscribers in th^ United States, $?he iupplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give suet information
68' has been received during th^ week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. ^The monthly information conr
tained in these bulletfris is republisned in the SURVEY,
and tne supplements also contain charts and tajbles
oif weekly data.

BEL4TIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
To facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items and to chayt series expressed in different
units, relative nunjiber^ (often called "index num-
bers," & term referring more particularly to a special
kind of number describe^ below) have been calcu-
lated. Th© monthly average for 1923r1925 has
usually been used as a base equal to 100, , >

The" relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average foi* the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice verisa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the pet cent
increase or decrease compared with the ba^e period.
Thua a,relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
;per cent over the base, period^ while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per 6ent from the b&se.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate-the1

approximate percentage increase of decrease in a mover
meat from one period to the next. Thus, if a Relative

number at one paonth is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent,

, When two or more series of relative numbers are
, combined by a system of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining liiany relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an entire ^group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of fcr
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

, In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CuRHteNT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curv£ and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item js given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or ne^ar the top of the, chart. Th$ difference
between this anc|L the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an, example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per ceat in the following month^ it$
relative number will, be 440, and on an ordinary

"chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, .whereas the previous itetti rose 40
points,,yet each showed the same percentage increase*
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of tb§ two piovemenis Exactly the same vertical rise^
and hence the slopes of the ,two lines are directly com-
parable. Th6 ratio charts compare percentage changes,
while the arithmetic charts Compare absolute changes.

RECORD BOOK

^As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK ^ QF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in Vhich data now carrie'd in the SURVEY
OB* CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if availably. Full descriptions of the

, figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections covering textiles, metals and fuels,
automobiles, ajid rubber have already been issued and
may be obtained for 10 cents per cop^ from the Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D, G. (Dp not send stamps^) . Notices of
other sections will be given in the SURVEY as they are
issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current'business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and! are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Currenlt Business
Statistics," together wi|bh tnethods of collecting sta-
tistics. This boo}det jnay be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. <X at 15 cents per £0py. (Do
not send stamps.)

T/ils issue presents practically complete data fqr the month of Mqy an& contains text covering the early weeks
of June (page l)9 fo>r which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
A& most data covering a particular month's business are not available iintil from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give
every week the latest data available. , f
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS ik designed to
present each month a picture of th^ business situation
by setting* fortn the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of tirade and industry. TJie figiires reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of fthe department is to bring together
these data whicn, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of

y these data are collected by (^overnmen^ departments,
other figures are compiled by ^ecjinicjal journals, and
still others are reported by trade ̂ associations.

At- semiarpiual intervals detailed Cables ate pub-
lished giving, for each item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, w^ere aVail-
abl$, back to 4913; also blank lines Sufficient for six
months hav^ been left 6t the bottom of each table,
enabling those who ca^re to do so to enter new figures
as so6n as ihey appear (^ee Tables 1 to, 117). In the
intervening months the ni^re^ important comparisons
only are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements.7/, , ]

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing th&t current statistics are 14ghly perish-
able and that to be of use th£y must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week t6
siibscrib^i^ in' tke JJnited States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give stich information
as hp>s been Deceived during the week ending on the
pre9eding Tuesday The pionttily^injFot'mation con-

. tained in these bulletins is .irepublished in th© SURVEY,
( and the supplements also ^epntain charts, and tables
of weekly data. " l "

i „ ' , • i • > ' ) ' ' ' . - i
/ B^ATIYE AND INDEX NttMbEES

< ' | ', r ' ' l ^ 1

To^ facilitate .coiiiparisdn between different impor-
tant it^ms and to char|i series expressed in different
units, relative numbers t (often called ** index iuini-
bers," a ;term r^ferring^ more particularly to a special
Mnd of number described; below) have been calcu7

| lated. iTto inpntfyly average for 1923-192§ has
usuapy been used as a base equal tb 100. ^

V 'tiie relative pumbeirs are compiited by Allowing the
monthly average for the base yeto OY -period to equal

/ 100. If tfie movement for a cuKrrint month is g^eatey
tjian thfe ba^e, the relative number will be greater than
100, aiid. vice versa. The difference ^between WO arid
the relative number will give at once the per cent
(increase or decrease cpmp^redl with the base period.
Thus a Relative number of 115 means an increase of 1|5
per eent^ver the b#se period, while a relative nurab^r
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from ^he base.

> , E,elative numbeirs may &ko be^sed to c^lc^late the
approximate percentage increase bir decrease in a moyeV
inent from one period to the next. Thtis, if a relative

; number at pn^ iioonth is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase 0f 20 per cent,

When two bij mqra series of,relative numbers ai*e
coihbined by a systeni 4of weightings, tfe resiilting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number,! by combining many relative riumbers,\is

designed fy> phow the trend of an Entire group of
industries or for the -country as a whole, instead of for
the single iommodif/y or industry which the relative
number cover^. Conlfarisons witji the base* year or
with other periods are m^de in the ^me maniier as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances the charts us6d in the^tmvEY '
o$ CuKRENf BUSINESS are of the, type termed " Ratio
Charts " (logarithmic §<cale), notp-bly the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These Charts show the
pe^centagiB increase ancl aUoF, direct comparisons
between the slope of .one enr^e and that of any pther
curv^ regapdle^s of its location on .the diagram^ that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical ino^ement whether its ctirye is n^ar the bo t-

^tom or ^iear the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic forth of
xjhart can be m^d^ ^lear by an example. If a certain
item haying a relative number 6f 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent in the * f oBowitig month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart wotild be plotted 40 equidistant scaled points
higher than the preceding months* Ano they move-
ment with a relative nun^bei" of, ;^ay, 50 also increases
10 pei^ceiit, Baking its relative htipaber 55. Oil the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant joints,, whei'e^s the prefyious ^teni rose 40 v

points, ̂ et each showed the same percentage increase.
The >atio charte avoid difficulty arid ^ive to each
o£ the two r^oyement^ exactly the saine vertical rise,
and hence, the slopes of th& two lin^s a^e directly com- <
parable. The ratio charts co^rip^e percentage changes,

Awhile the arithmetic charts compare absolute changes.
\ • , , * ' < ' • f - ' ^ - ' ' . ' l

MCOfep BQO?

As ian aid ta headers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous y^ars, the dppart-
inent is coiripiling a RECOEB B^OK OP BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in ^hidjh ijata now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by* months as far
backus 1909 ? if avWl^ble. , Full Ascriptions of the
figures and reports of hoW the data a^e used in actual
practice by business firms are contained i& the EECORD
Boos. , The seetioris covering textiles, nietals arid fuels,
automobiles^ and rtibber have already beeijc issued and
may be obtained lot* l6 cents per copy ̂ orii the ^uper^
intenident of |)ocument^, .Government printing Office,
Washington, P.p. (Dp not send stamps.) Notices of
other sections Mil be given in the SURVEY ak they /are
issued. ' ' ' ' , , V ' - I '

t Metjbodsspf using and interpreting current business
statistics hate been collected by th6 department
fr^m many business concerns and tare descnbed in a
bodklet en,titl^d "How to ,Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods W collecting sta-
tistics.: This ^booklet may 4 be obtairied from tke
Superintendent of lDocnmei|ts, Governnient Printing
Ofjice, Washington, D. C,, at 15 cent^ per copy. (Do
not send stamnsj /

This is»ue presents practically complete data: for the month; of June and contains text covering the,fiscal year ended
e 30* 19?9 (page J). As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until horn 15 to 30 days

after the close of the rrtqiith, a complete picture of that month's operations can, not be presented att an e#rly date* butjhe
weekly supplements give every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION

The SUEV$Y OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

Eitesent each month a picture of the business situation
y setting forth the principal facts regarding the Vari-

ous lines of trade pud industry. .The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these data which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
tihese data are collected by Government departments,
other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by trade associations.

, At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for e&ch item, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also blank lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 192fy issue). In
the intervening months the more important Compari-
sons only are given in ibhe table entitled " Trend of
business movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT
-i , ' ' * " '

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of us£ they must reacih the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
^s#fiiHy mailed on Saturdays and give stfch information
as has be^n received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables,
of weeM data.

BELATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS
- / ' " , - ' • * ' i
Tp1 facilitate comparison between different impor-

tant items ind to chart series expressed in different!
unitp, relative members (often1 called " index num-
bers,^ a term referring more particularly tb a special
kind of number described below) have been calcu-
lated.; The monthly Average for 1923-1925 has
usually been usfed as a base equal tb 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly averag6 for thi base year or period to equal
JOO. H the movement for a currtai month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater thari
lOOVand yic6 versa. The difference between 100 fand
the relative riumber will give at once the per cent
increa^ or' decrease compared with the base period.

, Thus a r&l$tivfe number of 115 means an increase of 15
per c^ht over the base period, while a relative number
of §0 ipeans a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Iterative numbers may also be us^d to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thtis^ if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been $n increase of 20 per cent.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combiiieci by a system pf weightings, the resulting
Series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining maiiy relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend^of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT? BUSHES are of the type termed "Eatio
Charts" (logarithinic scale); notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. This difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made plear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one foonth
increases 10 per cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, a&d on an Ordinary
6hart would he plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. \ Another move-
ment with a relative number of , say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous itepi rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid diffioulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical/ rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly com-
parable. The ratio charts compare percentage changes,
while the arithmetic charts compare absolute changes.

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a HEC&RD BOOK w OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now; carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
bapk as 1909, if available, FulJ descriptions oi the
figures ai^d reports of hov? the data are ^sed. in actual
practice by business firmp are contained in the RECORD
BOOK. The sections cpvering textile, metals, and fuels,
automobiles, and rubber have already been ̂ ssued and
may be obtain6d for 10 cents pel* copy from the Super-
intendent of Devilments, Government Printing Office, <
Washington, P. O. (Dp not send stamps*) ; Notices of
other sections will be given in the SURVEY as they are
issued. , ,

MBTHQDS OF
Methods of using aid interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled ^IJpw to Use Current Business
Statistics/' together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D, C^ at 15 ;cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of July and contains text covering the early weeks of
August (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data Covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to $0 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations cannot be presented at an early date, but the Weekly supplements give every

the latest data available. /Digitized for FRASER 
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth -the principal facts regarding the vari-
oup lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
are very largely those already in existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
thes£ dat$ which, if available at all, are scattered
ii hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,

, other figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others are reported by tratfe associations.

At semiannual intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each itein, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avail-
able, back to 1913; also blank lines sufficient for six
months have been left at the bottom of each table,
enabling those who care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 1929, issue). In
the intervening monihs the more important compari-
;sons only are given in the table entitled "Trend of
business movements."

WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT

Realizing that! current statistics are highly perish-
;able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, tlid department
' has arranged to distribute Supplements every week to
r subscribers in the United States. The supplements are
usually mailed on Saturdays and give such information
as has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in th^se bulletins 19 republished in the SURVEY,
and the supplements also contain charts and tables

\6f weekly data. l

f ' ' * i
RfeLATIVE AND INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between Different impor*
ftafrt itfems and to chart series expressed in different
'units, relative numbers (often, called "index num-

'.- "bdrs," a term referring more particularly to a special
"kind pf > numbed described below) Eave been calcu-
lated. The montjily average for 1923-1925 has

\ 'usually been used as a base equal to 100.
\ T^hei relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year orr period to equal
100* If the movement for a current month is grjeatei:
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and

r, the relative number will give at once the per Cent
tincrease <»r decrease compared witK the base period.
Thus a Relative number of llS means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, Wfcile a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent front the base.

Relative numbers,m^y also be used to calculate the
^approximate percentage increase or Decrease in a move*
ment frbm one period to the next. Tphus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

When two or more Series of relative numbers are
: combined by a System of weightings, the resulting

series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show. the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity pr industry which the relative
number covets. Compaiisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

RATIO CHARTS

In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed " Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts show the
percentage increase and allow direct comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
eilrve regardless of its location on the diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
tom or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made clear by an example. If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per Cent in the following month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item wquld rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the sapae percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are cUrectly com-
parable. The ratio charts compare percentage changes,
while the arithmetic charts compare absolute changes.

RECORD BOOK

As an aid to readers in comparing present data
with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BopK^ OF BUSINESS
STATISTI€S? in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OF CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
practice by business firms are contained in the RECORD
BotiK. The sections covering textiles, metals^ and fuels,
automobiles, and rubber have already beep issyed and
may be obtained for 10 cents per copy fr6m the Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. (Dp not send stamps.) Notices of
other sections will be given in the SURVEY as they are
issued. ^

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from m^ny business concerns and are described in a
bboklet entitled u How to tlse Current Business
Statistics," together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics/ This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent* of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., at 15 cents pej copy. (Do
not send stamps.)

This issue presents practically complete data for the mbnth of August and contains text covering th& early weeks of
September (page 1), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplements.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,
a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but t,he weekly supplements give every
week the latest ddta available. ^Digitized for FRASER 
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY #F CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

Eresent ea$h tno&th a picture of the business situation
y setting forth th6 principal facts regarding the vari-

ou^ lines of trade and industry. The figures reported
aye very largely those already in. existence. The
chief function of the department is to bring together
these d&t^which, if available at all, are scattered
in hundreds of different publications. A portion of
these data are collected by Government departments,
Oijher figures are compiled by technical journals, and
still others ar0 reported by trade association^.

At sepuaimtial intervals detailed tables are pub-
lished giving, for each iteri}, monthly figures for the
past two years and yearly comparisons, where avaU-
ahte, back to J913; also blank lines sufficient for six
motiths have b^$n l^f t at the bottom of each table,
'enabling those who care to do so to enter new figures
as soon as they appear (see August, 1929, issue). In
the intervening months the more important compari-
sohsi only are giten in the table entitled "Trend of
busjbiess motetetents."

^E$KLY SUPPLEMENT
Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-

able and th^t to be of u^e they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute supplements every week to
subscribed iii the United States. The supplements are
ustially mailed on Saturdays and give such information
0& has been received during the week ending on the
preceding Tuesday. The monthly information con-
tained in these bulletins is repubttshed in the SURVEY*
and the supplements also contain charts and tables
of Weekly data.

RELATIVE AND INPEX NUMBERS
To facilitate,comparison between different impor-

tant itetris $,nd to cna,rt series expressed in different
units, relativ$l numbers (often called"index nunqi-
Ws;"a terM referring more particularly to a special
kind o| number described below) have been calcu-
lated. The monthly average for 1923-1925 has
usually beep used as a base equal to 100.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly iyerage for the base year or period to equal
100. If the Movement for a current month is greater
th&n the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vipe Versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus ia relatiyri number of 115 means an, increase of 15
per cent over the jbase period, while a relative number
of 80 me^aris a decrease of 20 p0r cent from the ba^.

Relatiyp numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one* period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 thei;e has bs0en an increase of 20 per cent.

When two or more series of relative numbers are
cpmbined by a systeni of weightings, the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
Dumber, hy combining many relative numbers, is

designed to show the trend of an entire group of
industries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number, covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers,

RATIO CHARTS
In most instances the charts used in the SURVEY

OF CURRENT BUSINESS are of the type termed "Ratio
Charts" (logarithmic scale), notably the Business
Indicator charts on page 2. These charts $how the
percentage increase and allow eU*ect comparisons
between the slope of one curve and that of any other
curve regardless of its location 01̂  the'diagram; that
is, a 10 per cent increase in an item is given the same
vertical movement whether its curve is near the bot-
torn or near the top of the chart. The difference
between this and the ordinary arithmetic form of
chart can be made cjear by an example* If a certain
item having a relative number of 400 in one month
increases 10 per cent ib the fallowing month, its
relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding months* Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50 also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number $5. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts aivoid difficulty ahcjl give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly com-
parable* The ratio charts compare percentage changes,
while the arithmetic charts Compare absolute changes,

RECORD BOOK
As an aid to readers in comparing present data

with monthly statistics in previous years, the depart-
ment is compiling a RECORD BOOK OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS, in which data now carried in the SURVEY
OP CURRENT BUSINESS are shown by months as far
back as 1909, if available. Full descriptions of the
figures and reports of how the data are used in actual
gractice by business firms are contained in the KECQRD

OOK. The sections covering textiles, metata, and fuels,
automobiles, and hibber have already been issued and
paay be obtained for 10 cents per copy from the Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C, (Dp not send stamps.) Notices of
other sections will be given in the SURVEY as they are
issued.

METHODS OF USE
Methods of using and interpreting current business

statistics have been collected by the department
from many business concerns and are described in a
booklet entitled "How to Use Current Business
Statistics," together with methods of collecting sta-
tistics. This booklet may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Grovemment Printing
Office, Washington, D. C^ at 15 cents per copy. (Do
not send stamps.) j

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of September and contains text covering the early weeks of
October (pagel), for which the basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly supplement*.
As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after the close of the month,

"a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the weekly supplements give every
week the latest data available* ' ' i .Digitized for FRASER 
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Survey of Current Business A[o. 100
ITH this issue the editors present the One-hundredth numbered edition. At this

time it appears fitting to briefly review the growth of this publication since its
inception in the spring of 1921. To underhand the reason for its growth is to
understand the growth itself. When America entered the World War we were
confronted with an amasiiig lack of faCts pertaining to the fundamental necessi-
ties such as steel, copper, cotton,, wool, leather, cement, etc. This was the begin-
ning of a new era in our economic life in that it compelled American mobilisation
officers, in cooperation with the Nation's business and industrial executives, to

obtain faCts hitherto unavailable in order to set up properly the policies of government.
The business depression of 1920-21, consequent upon a post-war boom, also left its impress upon

the minds of business leaders everywhere. Out of these conditions, and in the realisation that the
new order of business required fails and not guesses, the Survey of Current Business found its origin.

In 1921 this publication carried data on about 200 individual Statistical series, the moSt of which
had very little historical background. With this number there are more than 1,800 individual series,
each of which has considerable history for comparative purposes, Were it not for the almoSt imme-
diate appreciation of the worth of business data on the part of Government, trade, and industry, as
represented by trade associations and individual firms, this va£t growth in current Statistical
information would not have b^en possible.

During the eight years which have elapsed since the firSt issue of the Survey of Current Busi-
ness, which, incidentally, was only a sample mimeographed set of sheets numbering 10, evidences
have been accumulating of the large and growing interest in current business Statistics. During
this period the Bureaii of the Census has undertaken, at the request of about 50 industries, the
collection qf current information covering such items as production, Stocks, orders, unfilled orders,
shipments, etc,, while correspondence concerning the services of the Department of Commerce in
connection with these faCts has multiplied many fold.

The monthly Survey of Current Business has appropriately been called the "clearing house of
business Statistics" in that it brings together the current reports on business activities issued by
this bureau, &s well as those compiled by other governmental agencies and private organisations,
including trade associations. The data which are published in the volume cover more than 240
commodities.

In addition to the publication of the monthly number, the Survey of Current Business is now
issued in the form of weekly supplements in the realisation that current Statistics are highly perish-
able and £o be of use they muSt reach the business man at the earlieSt possible momeftt. The monthly
information contained in these bulletins is republished in the Survey, except for the weekly chart,
"Weekly Business Indicators," which has become one of the moSt important single features. In
connection with the weekly business indicators, press Statements are issued which have wide
publication throughout the country. Services to the press and other interested parties have
expanded tremendously over the period so that at the present time jnuch of the work finds expres-
sion only in tliese services.

The Survey of Current Business, as at the time of origin, is to-day an important governmental
adjunCt. It provides current weekly and monthly Statistical information on the State of the
Nation's business to many branches of Government, including the Wstr Department, the Federal
Reserve Board, the Department of Agriculture, and the Treasury Department. Paralleling the
demands of the Government are the growing needs of business. Together these are providing,
jnore and more, the faCts w hich are so essential for the setting-up and execution of forward-looking
policies. ,

While it may be too early to Say that the utilisation of business data has entirely eliminated
the business cycle, there is agreement to-day among business leaders everywhere that the wider
use of faCts will mitigate in a large degree many of the disastrous effects of the one-time recurrent
business cycle. ^

The Nation's business executives, as in 1921, are now engaged in formulating platis to provide
an enduring soundness for our economic fabric. It is a singular coincidence and yet entirely
fitting that Nos. 1 and 100 of this publication should have reached their readers at a time when
interest in business conditions has been so similarly keen, though circumstances are not at all
parallel.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of October and containstext covering the early wee\s
of T^pvember (page 1), for which the "basic figures in table and chart form are presented regularly in the weekly
supplements. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after
the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations can not be presented at an early date, but the
weekly supplements give every wee\ the latest data available.
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